More on Deserts

1- What is the dominant agent of erosion in deserts?
2- When do intermittent streams flow in deserts?
3- What is an exotic stream? And intermittent stream?
4- IS the Colorado river intermittent or perennial

OCEANS
1- What are tides?
2- How are tides formed?
3- What are waves?
4- How are they caused?
5- What are smooth rounded waves called?
6- How do waves transfer energy?
7- When does a wave form a breaker?
8- Which waves transfer energy and water to the coast?
9- Which waves transfer molecule to molecule energy?
10- What is wave refraction?
11- How is a tsunami formed?
12- Name some erosional beach landforms
13- What is the relationship between a bay barrier and a bay spit?
14- Name some depositional ocean landforms
15- What are shingle beaches?
16- What kind of sand dominates beaches worldwide?
17- What percent of earth is made up of beaches?
18- What are barrier beaches?

Deposition or Erosion?
1- Badlands
2- Playa
3- Arroyo
4- Plateau
5- Balanced Rock
6- Bolson
7- Alluvial Fan
8- Beach
9- Bajada
10- Arch
11- Desert Pavement
12- Inselberg
13- Sea Cave
14- Sand Spit
15- Bay barrier  
16- Tombolo  
17- Lagoon  
18- Sea terrace

**Colorado River**
1- Where does the Colorado River end?  
2- How many have been set up in the Colorado river?  
3- What are factors of water loss in the river's water?